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OVERVIEW
90% of the distribution executives we
surveyed indicated that closing more
open bids and quotes was one of their
top priorities this year. In fact, one of
the main issues that keep distribution
sales managers up late is keeping track
of all of their open bids and quotes. We
know that there is a lot of low-hanging
fruit in those bids and quotes, but
without a consistent follow up process
it can be difficult to get them over the
goal line.
That’s why we created a special
process for SMP users to follow up on
open bids and quotes and the results
have been astounding. In fact, sales
teams are increasing their close rates
by 25% to 30% on average?

Having the right technology in place
can help you close more open quotes
and bids in many ways, such as:
• Automatically creating follow up
activities for your sales reps for
any bid or quote over a certain
dollar amount
• Increasing visibility into your
pipeline
• Bridging the gap between inside
and outside sales
• Coaching your team to wins on
important bids and quotes

SMP users are increasing
their close rates by 25% 30% by following up on
open bids and quotes.
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A TOP PRIORITY
There are many reasons why
distributors are marking it a top sales
priority to close more open bids and
quotes. Your team has invested time
and resources in finding new business
and it hurts to lose orders just because
of a lack of follow-up or a disconnect
between teams.
Distributors struggle in a variety of
areas when it comes to open quotes.
Late Customer Follow-up
With growth in any company comes
growth in support needs. At some point,
customer follow-up starts to slow down
or even fail. Most distributors try to
manage this through additional new
hires, but simply hiring more employees
does not give you the ability to scale
your profits with your growth. You need

technology to become more efficient
and keep customers happy.
Without technology to track open
quotes, business falls through the
cracks. In addition to adding risk to
your sale, late follow up means the
energy and information surrounding a
bid goes stale. That means your sales
people forget the important issues
surrounding an order and your
customers may be frustrated during
handoffs to different employees in the
sales cycle.
What happens if a sales rep cannot
remember important information about
a bid or your customer has to talk to
multiple people in your company to
solve an issue related to their quote? Do
they have to start over with each
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employee, adding frustration to
everyone involved? Or can they follow
the tasks and notes of every company
and contact in an easy to use system to
jump in at any point in the process with
a well-rounded understanding of each
unique customer? Having the right
technology in place to track open
quotes and bids eliminates this
frustration and keeps your follow-up
moving in a timely fashion.
Managing Data in Too Many Places
Every distributor has to manage data
about bids and quotes from multiple
locations. Information comes in from
your ERP system, emails and phone
calls, purchasing, accounts receivable
credit information, vendor
communications and more. SMP allows

you to access and consolidate all of
these data steams into one application.
Without SMP, your view of each of your
customers’ quotes is incomplete. The
information you need is scattered
across many different departments.
Operations teams have data around
product, sales teams have sales
information, support teams have
conversation logs, marketing teams
have segmentation profiles, finance has
payment information and pulling all of
this data together for an important
customer meeting can be timeconsuming and perhaps even
impossible without a single system that
combines ERP data, sales history and
business intelligence tools.
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Sales Team Confusion
Many distributors rely on inside sales
teams to execute the nitty-gritty details
of their sales. In addition to taking
orders through email and telephone,
inside sales reps provide customers
with answers to technical and support
questions and keep them up-to-date on
order status.
Often, an inside rep is teamed with an
outside or field rep. By nature, field reps
focus on developing new business and
then are onto the next hunt when they
get an order. They handoff the quote
tracking and paperwork to the inside
rep and continue to focus on find more
new business. If the handoff is not
clean and easy to follow up on, open
quotes get lost in the shuffle between
inside and outside reps.

SMP allows you to focus on all of your
sales tasks to create systematic,
traceable and measurable processes
around your quotes. Your field team is
freed up to focus on revenue-generation
rather than pulling running down
quotes, reports and paperwork.
Too Many Spreadsheets and Report
Requests
If each sales rep individually tracks his
or her own sales cycles in separate
spreadsheets, pulling this information
together can be time-consuming or
even impossible. This means more
quotes fall through the cracks. You
need to integrate all of your business
systems together with easy-to-use BI
tools to gather information about
forecasts, vendor details, accounting
and more.
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TECHNOLOGY INCREASES CLOSES BY 25%
Our work with distribution companies
shows that actively tracking and
following up on open bids/quotes close
25% more business than those that
don’t.
SMP provides automated tools that
increase communication and
collaboration among your sales team
and bring everyone on the same page.
This keeps your projects and
opportunities from falling through the
cracks.
SMP’s Bid/Quote Closer automatically
creates a dynamic, track-able project or
opportunity when a bid or quote is
created above a threshold you define.
Follow up activities are automatically
assigned to the appropriate reps, and
the bid/quote is immediately visible.

You can easily see activities, make
notes and share communications. Your
team can manage the project or
opportunity from creation to close with
instant visibility, and generate more
accurate pipeline reports based on
complete, timely information and
feedback from your team.
You are probably already familiar with
how SMP helps your team manage
sales, customers, contacts and more. In
a similar fashion, SMP can accept an
import of active bids/quotes on a daily
basis. This offers your team a way to
complete the picture of a customer’s
buying and bidding habits. Is your
organization having trouble finding
ways to follow-up on large-dollar quotes
on a consistent basis? Are there
certain customers who ask you to
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quote items regularly, but never pull the
trigger on the quote? Have you been
promoting a certain product or product
line to a customer or company-wide and
need an easy way to monitor if they’ve
been quoted and when, and for how
much? By bringing in bids/quotes from
your ERP into SMP, these processes
can be easy.
SMP helps your team easily see what
customers are being quoted, when, and
the value of those quotes. You can see
this on an aggregated basis or on an
individual customer level. All data can
be filtered, grouped or sorted in SMP,
and can be exported to excel for easy
review outside of SMP when needed.

Several additional features make
closing open bids and quotes even
easier:
Auto-creation
You can trigger the auto-creation of
SMP Projects from imported
bids/quotes data – simply set a sales
threshold via SMP Administrative tools,
and all bids/quotes meeting or
exceeding this amount will
automatically trigger the creation of a
new SMP Project – noting the
customer, quote expire date, products
quoted and pricing quoted. SMP will
even link the quote to the SMP Project
itself, so you can easily reference it as
needed.
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Project Linking
You can manually create SMP Projects
from any quote, or link a quote to an
existing project – regardless of dollar
amount using the “Existing Project” or
“New Project” buttons when you’re
reviewing a quote within SMP. The
same data noted above is brought in –
the customer, quote expire date,
products quoted and pricing quoted.
Task Creation
You can even set up SMP Tasks to be
added to SMP Projects that are linked
to your ERP bids/quotes as well. Make
sure your team has a set of assigned
tasks so they get flagged regarding who
to follow-up with and when, as it relates
to quotes. This is a great way to close
the follow-up gap when it comes to
high-dollar or critical bids/quotes.
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BETTER SALES ENABLEMENT
Technology for technology sake won’t
close bids. The key to success is using
your software to guide and coach your
team to closing more business. Data
combined with hands-on coaching
enables your sales reps to close more
deals.
Focusing on open quotes and bids is a
great way to get your team to
appreciate and leverage the incredible
power of your CRM system. When your
reps follow up on significant quotes,
they really understand how CRM can
help them across all of their customers.
Reps get excited when they see they
don’t need to enter tasks and follow-up
calls for their meaningful quotes
because SMP creates them based on
triggers and thresholds. Then you can

apply that same focus to your sales
meetings.
When you use your sales meetings for
opportunities to coach your employees,
you help raise your reps’ game on a
regular basis. In addition to improving
your top line sales, your reps can learn
from each other, enjoy higher job
satisfaction and better represent your
customers.
By leading your open quote discussions
with insights from your software
systems, you can make these meetings
as meaningful as possible. To focus the
discussions around these meaningful
quotes and bids, we suggest the
following basic procedures:
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Set a Meaningful-Order Threshold
Determine a threshold for the size of
bids/quotes you want to track. Start
with a significant dollar figure – try not
to create “noise” and distraction for
your sales team. You can always lower
the threshold later if you see more
projects/opportunities. For example,
maybe you only want to focus on bids
that are over $50,000 in total revenue.
Set Follow-up Schedules
Define a standardized follow-up
schedule for the projects and
opportunities that are automatically
created with SMP. While each project
and opportunity is unique, the
systematic follow-up activities should
be similar to allow easy tracking,
reporting, and management.

Schedule Review Meetings
Schedule regular project and
opportunity reviews into your sales
reporting and meeting times. People
respect what you inspect, so bring open
quote and bid visibility to the forefront
of your team discussions. Make these
meetings targeted and meaningful for
your reps. Meetings should be less
about running reports and more about
helping them close more deals. Your
reps will appreciate the extra help and
everyone will know that you’re paying
attention to important deals. Don’t
forget strategic plans for significant
quotes and projects. Involve other
management and leverage vendor
relationships, if possible.
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SMP’S INTEGRATED PLATFORM
CRM, Analytics, BI & Marketing Execution
Sales Management Plus is a leading CRM and
business intelligence application designed for
wholesale distributors. SMP is a “cloud-based”
application that integrates with your ERP
application to leverage important information
such as accounts, contacts, and historical
transaction data.
Combining CRM with business intelligence,
analytics, built-in marketing tools and native
mobile apps is truly the next evolution in sales
and marketing technology. Giving your
executives and your sales teams access to
data allows them to make faster, better
decisions and out-compete the other
distributors in your markets.

•

•
•

•

Explore simple and complex data to
find the hidden data relationships you
didn’t know you could find.
Share knowledge across teams with
push-button simplicity.
Interact with data through drag-anddrop interfaces to create “smart”
visualizations that adapt to your own
parameters.
Combine insights from your ERP data,
sales history and more all through a
single, cost-effective platform.

For more information please visit
www.gosmp.com, or call (949)258-0410

The power of this integrated platform enables
your team to:
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